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Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are transitioning from academic research to practical
application.[1]  While  MOFs  are  touted  for  their  crystallinity,  a  point  that  enables
molecular level insights to guest inclusion[2], they are also increasingly recognized for
their robust structures.[3] In the Shimizu group, for gas separations, we have worked to
overcome the hurdles to implementation of MOFs by focusing on making more robust
materials and partnering with engineers to do larger scale testing under more meaningful
conditions.  This  presentation  will  concern  a  patented  material,  Calgary  Framework
(CALF)-20, that shows promise as a CO2 adsorbent.[4] The wishlist for a CO2 adsorbent
includes high capacity and selectivity for CO2 -not just over N2 but over other species
including  water,  robustness  to  harsh  conditions  (steam,  acid  gases),  balanced  with  a
modest  regeneration  energy.  CALF20  delivers  all  these  features  as  well  as  a  facile
synthetic route. The capacity, selectivity and heat of adsorption for CALF20 parallel the
benchmark zeolite 13X.[5] However, CALF20’s unique molecular structure makes the
porous solid CO2-phillic but hydrophobic allowing for physisorptive capture of CO2 even
in the presence of water vapor with increasing tolerance at higher temperature. This talk
will present molecular insights to sorbent design attained computationally. CO2 uptake is
studied  by  pure  component,  breakthrough  in  both  powder  and  structured  forms.
Ultimately, the talk will address commercialization and planned field testing for post-
combustion capture of the sorbent.
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